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Our world has become a very busy world ever since Globalization took over the cards. Companies
have been looking forward to expand their services across shores to several other markets for
further development and they have been onto it aggressively. There are several firms out there
providing similar services and manufacturing same products and hence the competition is quite
high. The same holds true for airline service providers as well. Business class has revolutionized
our world and it has taken several airline service providersâ€™ business features to an all new level.
They are the most suitable mode of flying for most frequent flyers and this class was introduced by
airline service providers just for the sake of frequent flyers.

Though originally intended to strike a balance between the first class and economy class and for
providing exclusive services for businessmen who are frequent flyers flying frequently on business
ventures, business class as turned out to be highly popular and used very commonly by most
people apart from these business executives. There are several reasons for the same and the
reason why business class has turned out to be more popular than other classes of airline travels is
primarily because of the benefits it has over other classes of travel. Recent surveys suggest that
amount of passengers commuting by flights for their journeys have tripled in the last decade or so
ever since business class came into the picture and this factor alone stands as a testimony for the
above statement. Letâ€™s take a look into the benefits business class has to offer for us.

1. Business class seats are highly comfortable when compared to economy class. It might not be as
exclusive as first class seats, but then again it is considerably comfortable which is more than
sufficient. You can recline up to 180 degrees while travelling and you have sufficient leg room
space. The seat is quite big and you rest upon your back or sides quite comfortably throughout the
trip.

2. Irrespective of the class of travel, flight executives and attendants provide great care and
responsibility for ensuring a wonderful journey for all of their passengers.

3. Business class fares are considerably cheaper than first class fares and you almost get most of
the features you might come across in first class travel. One can state that you pay less for almost
similar kind of facilities and isnâ€™t that remarkable?

4. You have individual LED panels behind every seat and every passenger is also provided an
individual headset. You can tune into any of your favorite radio stations, TV stations or just watch
your favorite collections of movies without disturbing other fellow passengers. Magazines are also
offered if you want to entertain yourself in other ways.

5. The rest rooms are hygienic and maintained pretty well for those who are very particular about
having clean rest rooms.

6.	You have individual power outlets and Wi-Fi facilities provided by certain airlines for charging your
mobiles, laptops, surfing through internet, tuning into your IPods etc.

7. The food provided by these airline service providers is truly exquisite and remarkable as they are
catered by popular cooks from all around the world.

8. And finally you have several packages which help you to get further discounts on your flight
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tickets or even free tickets depending upon your status of the membership. In other words, you have
insurance packages, frequent flyer packages, mileage packages etc.
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